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 It has great features like disassembling, browsing, modifying and recompiling binaries. You can use the disassembler to see a
section of a binary file. I've compiled iR Shell's source code and it even has some core engine features, like the possibility to

have two or more iR shells. I can even change the PCM and DAC used by the audio processor. While having multiple iR shells
is useful and fun, another thing is that having them on a game cartridge is extremely handy for PSP games. After finishing my
cartridge I decided to modify one of the homebrew titles to add this feature. Below I will show you the steps on how to include
iR Shell in PSP games. The final product is a PSP game with iR Shell, and I will also show you how to compile a kernel for iR

Shell to make it run at boot. Before starting the steps on how to modify an homebrew title we must first compile the new iR
shell. From the iR shell folder (if you are using iR shell 1.4) type "make -f makefile.x86". The makefile has the important
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entries to configure the kernel and add it to the boot chain. It uses the "makefile.u" file to start compiling the shell. I have not
found a way to start compiling using the shell itself, but you can use "make -f makefile.x86" to compile the shell and "make -f

makefile.x86" to compile the kernel. For example, in the Makefile.x86 there is a command like this:... \ AUTO-
MAKE.INTERFACES : $(KERNEL_INCR_PATH) AUTO-MAKE.INTERFACES -f MAKEFILE.x86 \ -c \

$(KERNEL_INCR_PATH) -o../kernel.bin \ $(BIN_PATH) $(BIN_PATH) : $(KERNEL_INCR_PATH) $(BIN_PATH) \
@SETDIR@ \./$@ \... \ -l \ $(KERNEL_INCR_PATH) -o \ $(BIN_PATH) \ $(BIN_PATH) : $(KERNEL_INCR_PATH)

$(BIN_PATH) \ @SETDIR@ \./$@ \... \ -l \ $(KERNEL_INCR_PATH) \ $(BIN_PATH) \... \ Makefile 82157476af
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